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deterioration in the working conditions of teachers and other education professionals. The literature on the management of change often seems concerned to persuade us that if we engage fully with change rather than resisting it we will find our lives more meaningful, thus omitting what might be thought to be the important matter of the goal of the change in question. In this it resembles various other historical movements for change in coming to identify the process or means of change with its ultimate end. Strangest of all, perhaps, is that recent interest in change seldom deals with the idea of an ever-changing, labile world but is concerned with how to make the transition -and make others make the transition -from one stable condition of things to another. A different way of thinking about change and a different language and literature for doing so might help us grasp the limitations of many of the ways in which we are currently being asked to respond to educational change and reform.
I
Times Higher Education recently carried a full-page advertisement (10 Sept. 2015, p. 25) in which University of the Arts London declares that a defining feature of its new strategic plan 'is the dedicated change management required to support our entire infrastructure and people development activities … Recognising that change is the only constant at UAL, we require three permanent Directors of Change Management'. Embracing the paradox enthusiastically -or ironically, it would be good to think, for this is a University of the Arts -the advertisement speaks of these as 'truly remarkable opportunities … to join an institution for which change is not an exception, but one of its defining features'. If we take this seriously, change trumps the Arts at UAL, being 'the only constant', and if change isn't going on then it can't be UAL, since change is a 'defining feature' of the institution.
Clearly excitement over 'the management of change' is not dead, as some maintain, claiming that it has been replaced by the Leadership of Change, Transformational Change, or Business Transformation; or that it has fallen victim to the assumption that the whole business can be handed over to the IT Department, who will come up with a new System. 1 In fact the idea of change management and its cognates -reform, restructuring, development, reorganisation and improvement -seems still to be in command of the educational imagination. Perhaps this is because education, and in particular Higher Education, has only recently risen to the top of New Public Management's agenda; perhaps it is because educationists tend to be slow with the latest jargon, picking it up just as everyone else is moving on. It is interesting to skim through the educational press and note how almost any story can be pitched as being about been 'collateral damage' for some time; on the large scale, for instance by US drone strikes supposed to target al-Qaida in Pakistan, it is now 'mowing the lawn' (Monbiot, 2014) , the grass which will grow back unless you go on mowing it. Thus drone strikes justify further drone strikes as surely as the grass goes on growing. The implied picture of a neat New
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England house with a picket fence in front of the lawn does further helpful work here. Such 'doublespeak' was given its name by George Orwell: its function was to make some things harder to say and thus harder to think. Perhaps it is a regular feature of times of rapid and violent change. Thucydides famously noted how words changed their meaning in the civil strife that accompanied the long war between Athens and Sparta:
Inconsiderate boldness was counted true-hearted manliness; provident deliberation, a specious fear; carefulness, the cloak of cowardice; to be wise universally, to be lazy in every particular. Inconsiderate passion was reputed a point of valour; but devising against another was held to be safety, being a specious pretext for averting his design.
He that was fierce was always trusty; and he that opposed such a one was suspected.
He that laid snares for another, if he succeeded, was a wise man; but he that could discover a plot laid, a more clever man than he: but he that had been so provident as not to need to do the one or the other, was said to be a dissolver of friendship, and one that stood in fear of his adversary.
(History of the Peloponnesian War III. 82, trans. Hobbes 1841, pp. 219-220)
What seems to be distinctive of modern times, however, is that where Thucydides describes the way words altered their meanings as a result of revolution, in our time language is deliberately -or at least semi-deliberately -twisted to bring radical change about. Indeed we could even think of this process as our own age's most characteristic way of attempting to bring about change. Academics will surely prove more compliant when they internalise the idea that they are part of the workforce rather than professionals, the latter term carrying the there is a great deal of change around in education, and since change is inevitable the best thing is to take part in it, signing up to the army of change-agents, working with change instead of resenting it as an imposition from outside. The way forward is to become persuaded that any proposed change makes sense: this is the 'meaning' of the book's title.
The possibility that some changes are bad and should be opposed is discounted from the start, with a strange elision: 'It isn't that people resist change as much as they don't know how to cope with it' (p. xii). That is to say, what might appear to be signs of resistance are really signs of difficulty in coping. Genuine and, particularly, justified resistance is thus quietly removed from the picture. The strategy is given rhetorical support by many of the twenty-first century's fashionable terms:
As we shall see, advances in cognitive science make meaningful the foundation for the new pedagogy of constructivism. Chaos or complexity theory leads us inevitably to the conclusion that working on 'coherence' is the key to dealing with the nonlinear fragmented demands of overloaded reform agendas. (xi)
In fact the book does not seem to have anything to say about either cognitive science or constructivism: certainly neither term appears in the index. Fullan appears to think chaos theory and complexity theory are identical, but they are not: the latter is a distinctive development of the former. In any case, both are comprehensible only to those with an advanced understanding of mathematics. Non-linearity in these theories is not the same as when we can all agree that reform agendas reflect absence of joined-up thinking, and is quite different from what 'justifies the existence of all managers', which has to do with 'instability, irregularity, difference and disorder' (p. 102). Perhaps all this constitutes too easy a target. In any case Fullan would probably reply with a version of 'it works': in his words, '"the meaning hypothesis" has become deeply confirmed' in the decade since the previous edition of the book (p. xi). Quite how it is confirmed he does not say: I suspect he means that lots of people agree with him, cite his writings and write positive reviews, but this does not amount to confirmation, deep or otherwise. Sergiovanni draws on Habermas's distinction between system and lifeworld (System and Lebenswelt). The lifeworld refers to the aspects of social action that make possible cooperation and mutual understanding, shared meanings, regular and stable patterns of action and dimensions of the individual's personality that are at least partly based in, and supported by, communal activities and institutions. In the context of education, as Sergiovanni notes, this points to the importance of 'the unique traditions, rituals, and norms that define a school's culture' (p. 61). System, by contrast, relaxes or replaces the demands of co-9 operation and mutual understanding -of 'communicative action' -with other ways of sending messages. Chief among these are markets and bureaucracies, or to put it more crudely, money and institutional power. Here rules and procedures become dominant. In the context of schools, everything then comes to be driven by considerations such as public examinations, which in the lifeworld would be just one way of finding out whether the deeper values of the institution, such as a concern for the life of the mind, for the transmission of culture -for education, in short -were being properly upheld. In the lifeworld young people would choose universities partly by talking with students attending them or recently graduated from them, by visiting potential universities in order to have discussions with lecturers and professors, in the process refining their sense of what a university education might be supposed to be for. System sends out messages via league-tables of various sorts, including the employability of those graduating in particular subjects and from particular universities; by charging students substantial fees, to be repaid after graduation dependent on salary, it has another way of telling them that the purpose of going to university is to land a well-paid job. In the lifeworld sixth-form students are taught to read Jane Austen because her novels offer insights into the ways of becoming, and of failing to become, a grown-up human being; when they move on to university the students find their lecturers accessible and welcoming, ready to help them with problems to offer advice. In the world of system they read their schoolteachers' handouts, obediently highlighting the phrases that they are told will score marks in the exam; at university they find that some of their lecturers and professors are designated as 'academic advisors', who are expected to audit their 'employability skills' at the first meeting and suggest ways to polish their CV, for example by taking on a position of responsibility in student clubs and societies.
In summary, for Sergiovanni the way forward is 'to make change theory and practice more lifeworld sensitive' (p. 70). He quotes Lieberman and Miller, who write of a way of approaching change in education that respects diversity and confronts differences, that represents a sensitivity to and engagement with the whole life of students as they live it. The creation of new learning communities that include rather than exclude, that create knowledge rather than merely apply it, and that offer both challenge and support, provide the greatest hope for teachers who are in the process of transforming themselves, their world, and their work. (Lieberman and Miller, 1999, p. 91) 10
The distinction between system and lifeworld, whose echoes can be seen in the quotation above, captures something important. Yet there can be no guarantee that those in charge of organisations will not use such ideas to manipulate their colleagues (their workforce, as they will probably call them) while driving through the changes that they have already decided on out of commitment to values quite different from those goods internal to the idea of education and its intrinsic ends and purposes. Glib talk of 'excellence' or 'best practice', for instance, often suggests shared goals and ideals -for who can be against excellence and best practice?
-while concealing quite other, typically managerial and administrative, imperatives (Glatter and Kydd, 2003) . There is no solution for this except to be continually alert to it, as well as to remember Sergiovanni's point that some changes deserve to fail and should be resisted.
Different ways of imagining change might also be helpful. I turn to this in the remainder of the paper.
IV
For much of European history, at least of those small portions of it with which I am reasonably familiar, the typical attitude to change seems to have been resistance and denial, coupled with nostalgia. For the Classical Greek poet Hesiod it was self-evident that change could only be for the worse. Successive ages of humankind had witnessed continual deterioration. In the Age of Gold people lived long lives 'without sorrow of heart'. The Silver Age at least gave human beings the possibility of playing like children for a hundred years.
Even the men of the Age of Bronze were respectable in being strong and warlike and not Hecuba, who lived to see her city, Troy, burned down and her children killed. In some versions of the legend she went mad with grief. In one she was given to Odysseus as a slave, while in another, snarling and cursing him she suffered the indignity -or perhaps the merciful release -of being transformed by the gods into a dog.
For millennia change was seen for the most part as to be endured, certainly not engineered;
and such attempts as might be made to engineer it could generally be relied upon to end in The diversity of the breeds is something astonishing...').
However Darwin has been widely misinterpreted in ways that have thrown up damaging ideas about change. The most simplistic, and entirely erroneous, of these misinterpretations is the Social Darwinism that supposes evolution amounts to 'the survival of the fittest' and justifies colonialism and racism. Interestingly, this involves the same elision of means and end that I drew attention to above. The process through which evolution favours those who are most 'fit', which is to say no more than those whom circumstances permit to thrive, becomes confused with an ultimate outcome, as if nature had a purpose and that purpose was to select the 'fittest' in the sense of those most vigorous and ruthless. (In fact evolution equally selects parasites, and the human child which survives many years of vulnerability precisely by being vulnerable and thus appealing to adults' protective instincts.)
Darwin was uncomfortable with the phrase 'survival of the fittest', though he used it in ch. 4
of Origin and the book's subtitle, That so much is unknown and yet to be discovered only increases the sense of marvel and wonder. (Levine, 2006, p. 243) Above all, it is hard to read Darwin without the sense that for him the exuberant and constantly changing natural world is a delight. At the very end of the Origin he writes that there is 'grandeur' in the evolutionary view of life, 'and that, whilst this planet has gone circling on according to the fixed law of gravity, from so simple a beginning endless forms It is easy to read these stories as charming fairy-tales linked by the theme of transformation.
But Ovid is also offering his readers a distinctive way of imagining change. The
Metamorphoses was written at a time when Republic had recently become Empire. Nostalgia was now politically dangerous: positive attitudes to the shift in the order of things were required. Thus Ovid doing was something quietly subversive in taking such a theme, treating it lightheartedly, and attributing transformations to the gods. For, as everyone knew, transformation was the rightful work of the Emperor Augustus and his senior Management of Change Team. We might compare magical realist fiction in our own time: a genre particularly associated with writers, such as Gabriel García Márquez and Isabel Allende, from oppressive regimes in South America.
Ovid completed the Metamorphoses in AD 8; in the same year he was exiled to Tomi on the Black Sea, on the sole authority of Augustus, dying there nine years later. Ovid himself attributed his fall to carmen et error, a poem and a mistake. Scholars continue to puzzle over quite what the poem and the mistake were (see for example Thibault, 1964) .
15 NOTE 1 Examples can be found by searching the internet for 'change management is dead'.
2 It also leads to conceiving educational change as a matter of using data to identify teachers who have achieved good results, analysing how they have done it, and then sharing this with others: the approach recommended by the American Doug Lemov in his book, Teach Like a Champion, and adopted by the UK Teach First programme. This is of course a variant on the theme of 'best practice' that I have touched on above.
